Abstract-Conversational Case-Based-Reasoning (CCBR) provides a mixed-initiative dialog for guiding users to construct their problem description incrementally through a question-answering sequence. Similarity calculation in CCBR, as in traditional CBR, plays an important role in the retrieval process since it decides the quality of the retrieved case. In this paper, we analyze the different characteristics of the query (new case) between CCBR and traditional CBR, and argue that the similarity calculation method that only takes the features appearing in the query into account, so called query-biased, is more suitable for CCBR. An experiment is designed and executed on 36 datasets. The results show us that on 31 datasets out of the total 36, the CCBR system using the query-biased similarity calculation method achieves more effective performance than those using case-biased and equally-biased similarity calculation methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The basic idea underlying case-based reasoning (CBR) [1] , [2] is to reuse the solution to the previous most similar problem in helping solve the current problem. Before we can reuse any existing solutions, we have to find the most similar previous case based on the current problem description.
In traditional CBR processes, users are assumed to be able to provide a well-defined problem description, and based on such a description a CBR system can find the most appropriate previous case (base case). But this assumption is not always realistic. In some situations, users only have vague ideas about their target problems at the beginning of retrieval, and tend to describe them using surface features.
Conversational Case-Based Reasoning (CCBR) [3] provides a mixed-initiative dialog for guiding users to construct their problem description incrementally through a questionanswering sequence. In CCBR, a user provides one or several explicit features as her initial query (new case). The CCBR system uses the initial query to retrieve the first set of candidate cases, and identifies a group of informative features from them to generate discriminative questions. Both the retrieved cases and identified discriminative questions are ranked and shown to the user. The user either finds the base case to terminate the retrieval process or chooses a question, which she considers relevant to her task and can answer explicitly, and provides the answer to it (CCBR systems usually also prompt the alternative answer options that correspond to the feature values available in the case base). An updated query is constructed through combining the previous query with the newly gained answer. Subsequent rounds of retrieving and question-answering will cut down the returned case set iteratively until the user finds her desired base case, or no discriminative questions are available. That is, instead of letting a user guess how to describe her target problem, CCBR discovers a sequence of discriminative questions helping extract information from the user to construct the problem description incrementally. CCBR applications have been successfully fielded, e.g., in the troubleshooting domain [4] , [5] and in the products and services selection [6] , [7] .
In both traditional CBR and CCBR, one key research topic is to calculate the similarities between a query and stored cases to decide which case is most similar to the current problem. Normally, the similarity between a query and a stored case is measured by the accumulated similarities on all counted features. On the one hand, the similarity is influenced by different methods to calculate the similarity on each feature. For example, in syntactic methods two cases can be thought similar on one nominal feature only when they have the same value on that feature [8] , while in knowledge-intensive methods, two cases with various values on one nominal feature can possibly be considered as similar through exploring general domain knowledge [9] , [10] . On the other hand, the similarity is also influenced by the counted feature scope, i.e. set of the features appearing in the query, in the case, or in both of them. In this paper, from the perspective of counted feature scope, we provide a framework to classify the similarity calculation methods into three categories: casebiased (features in the stored case), query-biased (features in the query) and equally-biased (features in both the query and the stored case).
CCBR research is currently to a large extent focusing on the discriminative question selecting and ranking to minimize the cognitive load demanded on users to retrieve the base case [6] , [11] , for example, selecting the most informative questions to ask [6] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , or using feature inferencing to avoid asking users the questions which can be answered implicitly using the currently known information [12] , [15] . To our knowledge, there are so far no published results on how different similarity calculation methods influence on the performance of a CCBR system.
In this paper, we analyze the differences on query characteristics between traditional CBR and CCBR, and hypothesize that the similarity calculation method only taking the query features into account is more suitable for CCBR. An experi-ment is designed and executed in an attempt to evaluate this hypothesis.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a formal framework to classify the similarity calculation methods in CBR into three categories from the feature scope point of view; in Section 3, we focus on the query differences between CCBR and traditional CBR, and hypothesize that query-biased similarity calculation method is more suitable for CCBR; in Section 4, we design an experiment to evaluate this hypothesis, and the results are also analyzed and discussed. At the end we draw our conclusions in Section 5.
II. SIMILARITY CALCULATION FRAMEWORK IN CBR
Generally, a case in CBR can be represented using the following three parts conceptually [2] :
Problem description: the state of the world at the time the case was happening and, if appropriate, what problem needed to be solved at that time Solution description: the stated or derived solution to the problem specified in the problem description Outcome: the resulting state of the world after the solution was carried out A query (new case) only has the first part. The similarity measurement between a query and a stored case is based on the comparison of the problem description part of them. In our research, we assume that the problem description of a case takes the form of a set of < f eature, value > pairs. It is not necessary for both a query and a case to have the same feature set.
We further define that: Nq: set of features appearing in a query Nc: set of features appearing in a stored case One concept that is closely related to similarity is distance. The greater the distance between a query and a stored case, the less the similarity between them is. The main use of the similarity measurement in CBR is to sort the retrieved cases. From that point of view, the similarity and distance measurements have an inverse relationship, and either of them may be chosen. We adopt the distance measurement in our research, as defined by the following formula:
where q, c, f, FS and w f denote a query, a stored case, a particular feature, a selected feature set and the weight for the feature f respectively.
In addition, dif (q f , d f ) is a function used to compute the difference between a query and a stored case on a feature f, which is defined as following in our research:
f is a nominal feature, and q f = c f 1 f is a nominal feature, and q f = c f 1 c or q has missing value on f (2) Based on three types of value assignment methods to FS in Equation 1, we divide the similarity measurement methods in CBR into three categories.
A. Case-Biased Similarity Calculation Methods
In case-biased similarity calculation methods, F S = N c , and Equation 1 is transformed as follows:
In this type of calculation method, the features appearing in the stored case are the basis for the similarity calculation (here comes the name of 'case-biased'). This type of methods are used in [3] , [8] . The basic idea behind it is that the problem description of a stored case is a sufficient condition for the corresponding solution actions, so to what degree the problem description is satisfied by the query decides whether the solution in the stored case is suitable for the current problem.
B. Query-Biased Similarity Calculation Methods
In query-biased similarity calculation methods, F S = N q , only the features appearing in the query are taken into account. This type of similarity calculation method focuses on the query, and the intuitive idea underlying it is that whether a stored case can be retrieved is decided by to what degree the query specified by a user is satisfied by this stored case.
C. Equally-Biased Similarity Calculation Methods
In equally-biased similarity calculation methods, F S = N q ∪ N c , that is, both the features appearing in the query and those in the stored case are taken into account (the case and the query are treated equally). This type of similarity calculation methods are used in [16] , [17] . The basic idea behind such type of methods is that the degree to which the query and the case are similar decides whether the solution to that case can be reused in the current target problem.
III. USING QUERY-BIASED SIMILARITY CALCULATION METHODS IN CCBR
CCBR considers the situation where users can not well define their queries, and alternatively provides a multi-retrieval process to help users construct their queries incrementally through a sequence of question-answering cycles. The important difference between CCBR and traditional CBR is that the query used in CCBR is assumed incomplete, that is, the CCBR query only represents the user's currently identified features. Case-biased Equally-biased The features without specified values in a CCBR query do not necessarily mean that they have "missing-value" as in traditional CBR. They may have values, but we have not assigned the value for them in current CCBR stage. The case-biased and equally-biased similarity calculation methods assume that the query is fully specified and all the features that appear in the case but not in the query are considered to have the "missing value". So the difference measurement on each such feature is assigned the same value, e.g. 1. If we proceed further in CCBR, and specify values on more features, the really calculated distance measurement will benefit the base case since it has the higher potential to get less difference measurements on these newly specified features than other cases. The distance between the partially specified query and a stored case is heavily influenced by the number of the features appearing in the case but not yet specified in the query. The query-biased similarity calculation method can avoid the influence of these features, and rank the case that most satisfies the currently partially specified query with the highest priority.
For example, as illustrated by Table I , the potential fully specified query for searching a desired fruit has four features. The distance measurements using three different similarity calculation methods are shown in II, in which we assume that each feature has the same weight ( 
. We can see that the most similar case with the fully specified query is apple, no matter which similarity calculation method is adopted.
At one stage of the conversation in CCBR a user may only specify two features, "Taste=sweaty, Color=red". The distance measurements between the query and each fruit are shown in Table III . If query-biased method is adopted, the most similar case to the query has already been the base case, i.e. apple.
The most similar case will be kiwi or banana if equallybiased method is used, and banana if case-biased method is adopted. With the conversation going on, the system further prompts two questions "where does the fruit come from?" and "does the fruit have a core inside?", and the user answers these questions with "Place=Asia, With Core=yes". Until this stage, the base case, i.e. apple, can be ranked with the highest Case-biased Equally-biased priority (as shown in Table II ). But the user may be angry at her 'tricky searching assistant', "since only apple satisfies the first two specified features, why do dot you show me at that time and still bother me to answer extra two questions?", and her satisfaction level will be reduced.
We can see from the above example that the query-biased similarity calculation method can avoid the influence of the features that appear in the case but not in the partially specified query in CCBR. Since the base case also has a higher potential to have higher similarity on partial set of query features than other cases, it is reasonable to believe that a CCBR system that uses the query-biased similarity calculation method can show users the base case on earlier conversation stage than those using case-biased or equally-biased methods. So our hypothesis tested in this paper is that using the query-biased similarity calculation method, a CCBR system can improve its performance, that is, using less conversation sessions to find the base case than using equally-biased or case-biased methods.
IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
Our experiment is designed with the objective to compare the conversation lengths of CCBR systems using different similarity calculation methods. The best way to do that is with human subjects. Unfortunately, we can not get sufficient subjects to run the experiment. Therefore, we use a variant of the leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) method to simulate the human-computer conversation process, the similar methods to which have been successfully used by the CCBR community [12] . The designed evaluation process is carried out on 36 datasets, and the results provide a significant support to our hypothesis.
Experiment Design
The LOOCV proceeds with a series of conversations, each conversation starting with selecting a case from the case base as the target case and the remaining cases forming the case base to be searched. The initial query is constructed through selecting the predefined number of features from that target case. Based on this initial query, a retrieval process is carried out and the first k most similar cases are returned. If the base case is included in the returned case set, which means users find their desired case, the conversation process is finished successfully. Otherwise, a new feature is selected from the target case and added into the query to simulate a questionanswering session between a human subject and a computer, and the updated query is used to start a new round of retrieval. The selecting, adding, and retrieving cycle continues until the base case appears in the returned case set, or no features are left to be selected. There are three questions we further need to address in the experiment design: the retrieval algorithm, the feature selection strategy, and the base case determination.
Retrieval Algorithm: A weighted k-NN algorithm is introduced in our experiment to complete the case retrieval task, in which the first k most similar cases are returned. The number k is used to simulate the number of cases that will be shown to users on each conversation session in CCBR. In our experiment setting, we set k to 3. We use a feature weighting method, similar to EACH [18] , to get a set of global weights, each corresponding to one feature appearing in the case base.
In EACH, given a test case from the case base, its most similar case is selected from the remaining stored cases using a weighted 1-NN algorithm. If the most similar case suggests the same solution as the test case, the weight of each matched feature is increased by a fixed positive amount, while weights for mismatched features are decreased by the same amount.
Three variants of this basic algorithm are constructed based on the three different similarity calculation methods introduced in Section 2.
Feature Selection Strategy: The feature selection strategy is used to decide which feature should be selected from a set of candidate features, and added into the current query to simulate a question-answering process. In our experiment, a weight-biased random selection strategy is designed. For example, there are three features, A, B, and C in the candidate feature set with the weight values, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.05, respectively (learned from the feature weighting process). According to the weight-biased random feature selection strategy, feature A, B, C will be selected with the possibilities , respectively. Such a feature selection strategy simulates a question-answering process: a CCBR system ranks the more informative questions (transformed from features) with higher priority, and a user prefers to select the most relevant or important feature to answer first.
Base Case Determination: For each case in the case base, its base case is defined as the one returned by a weighted 1-NN algorithm using equally-biased similarity calculation (here the query is fully specified and complete) and with the same solution-feature value. Therefore, not all the cases in the case base can act as a target case to simulate a conversation. The cases that can not find its corresponding base case from the remaining cases (its nearest neighbor has a different solutionfeature value) will be dropped out from the leave-one-out cross validation.
Since we choose the base case as the retrieval result of the 1-NN algorithm using the equally-biased similarity method, the simulated conversation process using the equally-biased method will terminate with the base case appearing among the returned case set within all the candidate features are added into the query. It is not guarantied that the conversation process using the case-biased or the query-biased method can terminate with the base case found in the returned case set.
In our experiment, we assign the biggest conversation length (the number of conversation sessions when all candidate features are added into the query) to the unsuccessful conversations. That is, the base case selection mechanism benefits the CCBR system using the equally-biased similarity calculation method. However, the experiment results show us that even with such biased base case selection strategy, the average conversation length using the query-biased similarity method is shorter than that using other two methods, and the average conversation length using the case-biased method is almost the same with that using equally-biased method, as illustrated in Table V. The pseudo code for the experiment process is listed in Table IV .
Experiment Environment and Dataset
We implement our evaluation algorithm inside the Weka framework [19] , and test it using all the 36 datasets provided by Weka project, originally from the UCI repository [20] .
All the numeric features in these datasets are normalized using the corresponding filter provided in Weka3.4.3 according to the requirement of the similarity calculation algorithm. The statistical information about the test datasets is illustrated in the left part of Table V , in which the first 6 columns denote respectively: the name of each dataset (Dataset), the number of the cases (Total cases), the total number of the features excluding the solution feature (Features), the number of the numeric features and nominal features (Numeric/Nominal), the percentage of the missing data (Missing Data) calculated using equation:
number of the missing values T otal cases * F eatures , and the number of solutions (Solutions).
Experiment Results
The experiment results are listed in the right part of Table  V , in which the columns: Test cases, Equally Biased, Case Biased, and Query Biased, denote tested cases (corresponding to TestCases in Table IV) , the average conversation lengths using the corresponding similarity calculation method for each dataset.
To show the comparison results more clearly, we add three columns into Table V , Case-Query, Equally-Query, and CaseEqually, to illustrate the differences of the average conversation lengths between each pair of similarity calculation methods. For example, the Case-Query column contains the results of subtracting the average conversation length using the query-biased method from that using the case-biased method on each dataset. And the last row gives the average values of corresponding columns.
Out of 36 datasets, there are 31 datasets in which the querybiased similarity calculation method uses less conversation sessions to find the base case than other two methods (average using 3.66, 3.43 less conversation sessions respectively). That gives us a straightforward evidence that the CCBR system using query-biased method is more effective than those using equally-biased and case-biased methods.
The conversation lengths between CCBR systems using the case-biased method and the equally-biased method do not have clear difference since there are no difference at all on 22 datasets out of 36, and the average difference over 36 datasets is only 0.23. Even if the results show us that the equallybiased method is a little more effective than the case-biased one, but considering that the base case determination strategy benefits the equally-biased similarity calculation method, the experiment results can not provide strong evidence to say that there is performance difference between these two methods.
Further more, we carry out the statistical hypothesis test to evaluate our predefined hypothesis in Section 3. The whole hypothesis is divided into three sub hypotheses to test: H1: the CCBR system using the query-biased similarity calculation method can achieve more effective performance than that using the equally-biased method, that is, using less conversation sessions to find the base case.
H2: the CCBR system using the query-biased similarity calculation method can use less conversation sessions to find the base case than that using the case-biased method.
H3: there exists performance difference between the CCBR system using the case-biased similarity calculation method and that using the equally-biased method, that is, these two methods use different number of conversation sessions to find the base case.
We choose the values appearing in the column: EquallyQuery, Case-Query, and Case-Equally respectively in Table V Table VI ) show us that the first two sub hypotheses are accepted, and the last one is refused given the significance level of 0.01.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provide a framework to classify the similarity calculation methods used in CBR from the perspective of counted feature scope. And based on the special characteristic of the CCBR query, partially specified and incomplete, we hypothesize that CCBR system using the query-biased similarity calculation method can achieve higher performance than those using case-biased or equally-biased methods. The experiment provides a significant support to our hypothesis. While the conversation process in the experiment is simulated by a leave-one-out cross validation process, an experiment executed on human subjects will provide more evidence to evaluate our hypothesis. 
